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   Xebia Data and AI Generate Sustainable Business Value From Data
Drive your success with Data technologies, including the latest Gen AI
  Generate Value With Our GenAI Platform 
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     Fueling Digitalization
Data is the fuel for digitalization. Data-driven enterprises provide better service to their customers and make better decisions. Generating real added value from data requires an agile data strategy and the ability to execute.
How do you turn data into valuable applications? How do you extract meaningful information from millions of touchpoints?


At Xebia, we have over a decade of experience in developing data and AI strategies and implementing solutions with real business value. 
	Based on extensive workshops, interviews, and assessments, we design Data and AI strategies and roadmaps that revolve around people, processes, technology, and data.
	Our experts transform these roadmaps into scalable and productized data solutions that run on any cloud.
	Data science use cases must be successfully industrialized and scaled to generate added value consistently and sustainably. With our machine learning operations (MLOps) experience, we embed processes that ensure the maintenance, operation, and continuous development of data products and services.
	We apply an agile approach to identify improvements and eliminate blockers quickly, learn and adapt, and continuously optimize the algorithms. The result is a fast proof of value (PoV), which is often the key to success.
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  Customer story  KLM Royal Dutch Airlines Transforms Finance Department into Information Master for Business
 Oldest operating airline in the world gains more efficient expense forecasting, digital accounting, and operational problem-solving
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Leading E-commerce Platform Scores Big with Data-Driven Training Initiatives
 Bol.com achieves market gains with a customized AI and data-focused training curriculum offering its employees a technical edge
  Read more 
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  Customer story  The Largest Digital Marketplace For Floriculture.
 World’s largest flower auction company increases purchasing and sales capacities for its member growers and international buyers in the global floral trade
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Randstad Building a First-Class Data Science and Data Engineering Organization
 Leading staffing company professionalizes its data science and engineering department by improving processes and building internal capabilities
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Transforming Company Culture Allows Transavia Airlines to ‘Take-off’
 Low-cost Dutch airlines optimize internal operations to improve customer experience
  Read more 
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  Customer story  AI platform Quantamix Solutions Primed for Growth After Solving Host Architecture Issues
 After a Dutch start-up exceeds expectations, a new, Agile host architecture provides it with room to grow to keep up with demand
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Marktplaats Provides Personal Experience for Over Two Million Daily Visitors
 The Netherlands’ favorite online marketplace increases user time on platform by 3.5% with machine learning
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Nico.lab Brings Life-Saving Tech to Acute Stroke Care
 Dutch health tech company uses innovative cloud infrastructure to deliver time-critical AI analyses to hospitals faster
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Food Tech Curbs Spoils by up to 70% with Automated Machine Learning Devices
 Orbisk reduces food waste with a mere scan; using automated machine learning achieves success with global expansion plans ahead
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Quby Uses Data-Driven Apps to Reduce Energy Waste
 Dutch software developer transforms into a data-driven organization thanks to new energy platform
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Knowledge Is Power for Leading French AI-Centric Digitial Consultant Group
 Atos meets market demand and delivers premium results with comprehensive knowledge-centered training
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Professionalizing BI Processes to Improve the Customer Experience
 Learn how entertainment business Pathé professionalized its BI processes, and became better at improving customer experience and predicting customer numbers
  Read more 
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  Customer story  A New Data Platform to Improve Customer Service
 Xebia enabled Clay Solutions - a SALTO Group Company - to consolidate data and make it readily available for all stakeholders
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Leveraging a Cloud Platform to Make It Effortless to Buy and Sell Homes
 How Xebia helped online real estate platform Funda build a modern, self-service cloud data platform, allowing them to personalize and innovate the customer journey
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Using Power BI to Empower Data-Driven Decision Making
 How Xebia collaborated with ABN AMRO to empower the business to make data-driven decisions faster and with more autonomy
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Used-Car Webshop — 100% Online — Powers Up Its Digital Platform
 Bynco (Buy Your Next Car Online) implements Power BI to extract information and gain clearer insight for faster, data-driven decision-making.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Pioneering Grocery Chain Improves Prediction Accuracy by 5%
 Albert Heijn, the largest supermarket chain in the Benelux region, streamlines operations with an updated demand forecasting system based on machine learning
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Data-Driven Trading Enables Van Caem Klerks Group To Act Faster and Buy and Sell Quicker
 Van Caem Klerks needed to update business processes to become a data-driven company. Through high-level data strategy & execution, they managed to gain speed, productivity, sales, and the ability to make better data-driven decisions.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Supporting Bol.com as a Frontrunner in Data & AI
 How Xebia partnered with Bol.com to enhance in-house data engineering and data science capabilities and remain a frontrunner in data and AI
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Learning Journeys for University Lecturers
 Amsterdam University of Applied Science needed to scale the number of qualified teachers from 3 to 35 within one year
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Personal Recommendations Based on Viewed Content
 NPO wanted to become a personal broadcasting organization, but lacked in-house data engineers and scientists to execute the required tasks
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Implementing a Data Lake in the Cloud
 Vattenfall needed to structure and unlock available data to improve customer insights and experience
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Financial Data Analytics and Process Mining
 KLM partnered with Xebia to transform the finance department into the master of information for KLM’s business departments
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Building Up Advanced Analytics Practice
 How ING transformed to a bank with analytics as a business model, by implementing a Global Analytics Academy
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Better Customer Relations by Using Machine Learning Algorithms
 How a leading Dutch e-tailer modernized its e-commerce platform, implemented recommenders, and improved search functionality, in collaboration with Xebia
  Read more 
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  Customer story  On-Site Review of Data Science And Engineering Capabilities
 How an AI Maturity Scan of Eneco's organization resulted in a clear baseline with advised next steps
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Workshops and Developing Use Cases
 How KLM implemented a data-driven way of working within the organization, plus a global shared service center for data
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Predicting Demand for Fresh Bread in Supermarkets
 Bakker Goedhart implemented a prediction model taking into account all variables that influence demand, leading to higher margins
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Kynetec Improves Automation, Cuts Processing Times by a Quarter
 The leading agricultural research organization moved to serverless architecture, allowing data analysts more time to improve the company product
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Reservation Systems Upgrade Keeps Volotea Passengers Flying
 Europe’s leading low-cost airline implemented a GDS update to ensure its booking engine continued to be highly available to passengers
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Yell Secures Future With Online Reputation Management
 The UK’s leading online directory developed an all-in-one social monitoring tool, enhancing its position as an essential business service
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Amstelring Uses BigQuery on Google Cloud Platform for Better Data
 Generating extensive reports was very cumbersome and time-consuming for Amstelring, until they started using Google's data tools Data Studio and BigQuery
  Read more 
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  Customer story  What's the "Secret Ingredient" Making Paula's Choice Customers Glow? Data!
 Leading direct-to-consumer skincare brand implemented a data strategy with modern architecture, data platform, and predictive algorithms to personalize and add radiance to its offers.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Energy Company Empowers Customer Sustainability With Data Product
 In response to the energy crisis and its impact, Vattenfall launches app-based data product that provides personalized insights into 500,000 customers' energy consumption per month.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Leveraging Data, AI, and MLOps to Make Work as Easy as Possible for Farmers Across Europe
 Together with Xebia Data, agricultural distributor Kramp defines its 3-year data strategy, and kicks it off with a brand-new MLOps platform and first AI use case, resulting in an estimated cost saving of 8 million EURO in the first year.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Innovative Scale-Up Leverages Data to Insure Small Entrepreneurs
 Insify harnesses data resources to offer digital insurance solutions more quickly and competitively through a tailor-made cloud platform
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Dexter Energy: Using AI to Optimize the Forecast and Trade of Renewable Energy
 This specialist in power forecasting and energy trade optimization for the renewable energy market chose Google Cloud and Xebia to develop innovative, scalable, high-performance, and easy-to-administer AI models.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Gumtree Migrates Its Entire Data Infrastructure in a Record Time of 6 Months
 The famous online classifieds site partners with Xebia to migrate its data infrastructure to Google Cloud after a change in ownership
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Abacai: Revolutionizing Insurance with an Omnichannel Experience
 A digital-first UK car insurer teamed up with Xebia to challenge a traditional industry with cutting-edge artificial intelligence.
  Read more 
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  Customer story  Dutch Banks Assemble to Fight Financial Crime
 TMNL helps Dutch banks monitor suspicious transactions
  Read more 
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 From Strategy to ExecutionData and AI Services and Solutions
We operate with the end goal in mind, right from the get-go. Often, this means enabling you to become independent of us — a true "definition of gone."  We help you build your own team with recruitment support and in-house training courses. By transferring our knowledge to your teams — both on the job and via battle-tested enterprise training programs — we empower your people to use our data and AI solutions independently.  That said, we are always available if you need us. Our global team of consultants and experts operates worldwide to support you on-site and remotely in any timezone, 24/7.


 
 Data Strategy

   
 
 
 Cloud and Data Solutions

   
 
 
 Generative AI and LLM

   
 
 
 Data Science and Machine Learning Engineering

   
 
 
 Analytics Engineering and Data Analytics

   
 
 
 Data Engineering and Data Architecture

   
 
 
 Demand Forecasting

   
 
 
 Data Platforms
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Technology Partners
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 How We RollWorking With Xebia
Based on our experience with realizing value from data and AI for leading enterprises, we have created our own way of working.



Experienced
Everybody is talking about data and AI. Our team has been implementing scalable data solutions since 2009.





Agile Approach
Test and learn are the only way. We have a long history of applying agile methodologies. We embrace and extend Agile to Data Science projects.





Enterprise-Grade
Our experienced software engineers and IT professionals understand what it takes to implement solutions within existing, enterprise IT environments.





Vendor Independent
We choose the best-of-breed technology that gets the job done and fits within your IT organization.





No Lock-In
We aggressively avoid lock-in to our services. We help our clients to stand on their own legs by training their teams and sharing our knowledge.





Communicative
You’ll know when there is a Xebian in your team by the energy, dynamics, and ability to communicate they bring.
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 Get in touch! Talk Data?
Ready to talk data? Feel free to get in touch if you have any questions about specific challenges your organization is facing or want to know more about our services and solutions.
Get in touch
Stay Informed
If you want to receive our regular newsletter, please fill in the form below:
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